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Elham Valley Walkers

are a group of volunteers sharing a love of the great
outdoors and a strong commitment to our local community.

ELHAM
VALLEY

Our activities include guiding local walks, producing walk
information and, as members of ‘Walkers are Welcome’,
promoting the valley as an attractive destination for visitors.

THE WALKS

WALK GRADES

The seven walks in the Elham Valley centred on
Lyminge cater for both the casual and the
seasoned walker. Ranging from the 5.2 mile
Rim of the North Downs to the challenging 16
mile Lyminge Ring, the routes pass through a
variety of landscapes and points of interest. All
the walks begin and end at Lyminge library (S).

easy

Short, typically flat walks suitable
for most including children.

moderate

Longer walks with more ascents
and descents.

demanding

Require reasonable fitness as
walks are longer, with steeper
hills and some rough terrain.
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PADDLESWORTH & BACK
5.7m 3.0 hrs easy

A walk up an attractive dry valley to the crest of the
chalk scarp with open fields and downland meadows
with views in all directions. With its “Highest Church,
Smallest Steeple”, Paddlesworth hamlet has a special
charm and a special pub.
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HEAD OF THE VALLEY
5.2m 2.5 hrs easy

A shorter but strenuous walk around the watershed
of the Nailbourne: a varied landscape with a long
and fascinating history. You may feel you are walking
in the steps of Saints Ethelburga and Eadburg. The
old railway line should spark the imagination.
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TOLSFORD HILL PANORAMA
5.8m 3.0 hrs easy

Walk up to the impressive landmark of Tolsford Hill tower
near the crest of the chalk downs, with views across the
High Weald, the English Channel and Romney Marsh.
Look down on the picturesque village of Postling and its
beautiful church.
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THE RIM OF THE DOWNS
5.4m 3.0 hrs easy

Mostly through fields and green meadows with their
seasonally changing crops and wild flowers. This walk
through open countryside includes the North Downs
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Way with wide ranging views and an aerial view of the
attractive hamlet of Posting.
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RHODES MINNIS ELHAM CIRCULAR
8.1m 4 hrs moderate

This slightly longer walk has something for everyone.
Superb woodland with tall conifers and sweet chestnuts,
hamlets and the villages. Rest and refresh at Elham or
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Lyminge: such an important Anglo-Saxon settlement.
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VALLEY & DOWNS
5.6m 3 hrs easy

Walk along the water meadow between Lyminge and
Elham on the popular Elham Valley Way before ascending
to the downs, using paths through open meadows and
along small country lanes with their ecologically rich
hedgerows. Fine views of the Elham Valley.

7

LYMINGE RING

17.4m 8 hrs demanding
A full day’s walk following the outer boundaries
of the six other routes. Taking in the variety of
landscapes accessible from Lyminge village, an
important Anglo-Saxon centre of power and
culture. This walk has many fine viewpoints.
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